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ABSTRACT

Lx waveforms and, consequently, funda-
mental frequency histograms manifest char-
acteristic properties similarfor allnormal
healthy speakers. It has been found out,
however, that there exist differences in
preferred Fx modes dependingon a language.
Also,1earnersof foreign languages may de-
viate from their Fx patterning when speak-
ing the language learned.

The paper aims at discovering some of
those differences and deviations by means
of analyzing the data resulting from anex-
periment conducted with 15 Polish and Eng-
lish speakers, in which an electrical im—
pedance method of observing vocal fold vi-
bration was used.

0. The healthy larynx of any speaker pro-
nouncing e.g. a clear long a sound pro-
duces a vibration which, when recorded as
a waveform, has a characteristicshapewith
recognizable and repeatable features (the
so-called Lx waveform). Consequently, fun-
damental frequency(Fx)histograms obtained
from Lx waveforms also manifest character-
istic properties similar for all normal
healthy speakers. This, however, might not
be the case when speakers<3fdifferent lan—
guages are involved. Differences have been
found out in preferred fundamental frequency
modes in particular languages (cf.10: 126).
This, among others,couldbe the reason forlearners of foreign languages to deviate
from their characteristic pattern whilespeaking the language learned.

The paper aims at either discovering ordisconfirming the existence ofsome ofthosedifferences and deviationswith referenceto Polish and English. No matter the na-ture of the results, the study might proveuseful in building up a theory of secondlanguage acquisition and, consequently, itmay be insightful for theoretical, con-trastive and foreignlanguageteaching pur—poses.

In what follows, first, an electricalimpedance methodofobserving vocalfoldvi-bration will be described;second,the sub-jects, conditions, apparatus and procedure

applied in the experiment will be present-
ed; third, both a statistical and visual
analysis of the results will be conducted;
finally, auiscussioncfizthe results against
the background of some other experiments
administered by the author'will.end the pa-
per.

1. An electricalimpedancenethod of ob-
serving vocal folds activity’possessessev-
eral advantages: it is non-invasive and thus
relatively easily applicable (although
still some speakers are hard to persuade
to place the electrodes correctly); a re-
sulting Lx waveform is unaffected by any
acoustic noise; and, Lx can be recorded on
unsophisticated equipment.

A device used to monitor the varyingim‘
pedance of vibrating vocal folds is an
electrolaryngograph consistingzaf two elec-
trodes applied superficially’to theneck on
both sides of the thyroid cartilage. The
resulting output waveform is recorded on
one track of a tape while the other track
is occupied by a speech waveform (Sp) from
a microphone.

The Lx waveformnmnifestscharacteristic
features indicating the voice quality used
by the speaker (e.gu normal, breathy, creaky
or falsetto) as well as certain pathologl‘
cal deviations from normalSpeechand indi—
vidual idiosyncrasies. Lx also provides a
basis for the analysis of fundamental fre-
quency patterning (Fx) for' particular
speakers: periods ofvibration of the vocal
folds are easily convertibleinto Fx values
so that an Fx histogram is obtained. This
frequency distribution of vocal folds Vl'
brations also manifests a characteristic
shape with speaker—specific rangesand pre-
ferred modes. Fx histograms are obtained
from single,double or tripleperiod analy-
sis, increasingly emphasizing the modal
values againstfrequency irregularities in-
dicated by lowprobabilityfigures. Fx dis-
tribution can also bepresentedin the fonnof a scattergram showing a correlation be‘
tween subsequent larynx frequencies (for a
better visual presentation a scattergram
might be converted into a 3D plot)-
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2. Fifteen Polish and English speakers
(7 Polish, 7 English and 1 bilingual) were
asked to read an IPA demonstration passage
("The north wind and the sun...") to the
microphone while having laryngograph elec-
trodes on. Polish subjects were asked to
read both an English and Polish version of
the passage, each of them twice; English
subjects read their native text twice. A
double reading was elicited in order to:
a) obtain a sufficiently long speech sample,
b) allow for a degree¢aftext customization
through the second reading which was thus
performed in a more relaxed manner.

English subjects were all speakers of a
broadly defined RP i.e. with, at the most,
slight residues of a different accent.
Among the Polish subjects, three were for-
mal setting learners (they learned English
in Poland), and four -— natural setting
learners acquiring English in England.

All recordings were done on a pro-
fessional Marantz cassette recorder with
the use of a dynamic microphone and a lar-
yngograph .set designed in the Department of
Phonetics at University CollegeLondon.Re-
corded waveforms were analyzed by means of
a waveforms and Lx distribution programme
on a BBC Master Series microcomputer with
the input coming from an Uher CR 240 filter-
ed through telequipment S61 due to which a
visual representation of sand could be
seen. The analysis was conductedatthe UCL
phonetics laboratory.

The output of the analysis foreach sub-
ject consisted of:
- an exemplary speech wavefornl (Sp) of a

selected clear vowel sound
- an Lx waveform
- 1st, 2nd and 3rd order Fx histograms
- a statistical table including calculated

mode, mean, variance, standarddeviation,
median and sample size for each order of
distribution

- an Ex scattergram
- an Ex 3D plot

3. The shape of Lx for a healthy larynx
is relatively stable. Therefore, its fun—
damental frequency distribution also pos-
sesses characteristic fixedfeatures: modal
Peaks and sharp edges. The mode values and
frequency range are speaker-specific. Ir—
regularities inthe overall shape, however,
result from some abnormal voice condition
like laryngitis or speech pathologies. Can
they as well occur as a consequence ofdif-
ficulties a learner encounters when speak-
ing a foreign language? Still further, is
there a possibility'of"mode-switching" for
the same speaker dependenton a language he
is using? What kind of a relationshipholus
between physiological limitations on the
laryngeal apparatus and linguistic struc-
tures?iimaabove might be guiding questions
to the type of experimentdiscussedin this
PaPEI with reference to Polish and English
tODSUe, and Polish learners of English.

a) In order to verify a null hypothesis
about Polish and English demonstrating
similar tendencies for preferred fundamen-
tal frequency values, the t-test for small
independent samples was used. It tests the
significance of differences between two
means.

_ x1 ‘ "2
4 z 2—-—'2' "“1(Xx1—(Zx1)//N1+2x2-(Zx2) /N; )(j +_l )

N1+ Nz— 2 N1 N2

where _
x1 and £2 are sample means
x1 and x2 are variables

1 and N2 are sizes ofsample 1and 2

t was calculated three times using dif4
ferent variables: means, modes and medians
from Fx histograms for Polish and for Eng-
lish of the Poles and of the English re-
spectively. In all cases itproved non-sig-
nificant. Thus, the above null hypothesis
cannot be rejected: linguistic structures
of Polish and English are not distinct
enough to introduce significant difference
between Lx's (and, consequently, Fx's) of
the respective native‘speakers of these
languages.

b) t-test was also used to compare Eng-
lish of the English subjects with English
of the Poles. The nullhypothesisthis time
was that Poles in general do not alter the
output of their vocal folds activity when
s ~aking EngliSh. Again, there was no sig-
n;;icant basis for accepting any alterna-
tive hypothesis.

c) A study ofcorrelation between Polish
and English of the Polish subjects, how-
ever, did show a certain tendency for dif-
ferent Fx patterning for some speakers de-
pending on a language spoken. The assess—
ment of correlation, wasconducted forthree
cases: correlation between Polish and Eng-
lish for all Polish subjects together;cor-
relation for Polish formal.setting learners,
and correlation fornatural setting learners.
The Pearson product—moment correlation co-
efficient was calculated with Fx 3rd order
mean as a variable.

51n - 2X2)!
I:

Vfima ~—(zx) 2} {Niyz — (me)

where
x and y are variables
N is a number of pairs of observations

The results are the following:
1) r = 0.84 for the whole group of Poles,

i.e. a correlation is significant at
0.05 level
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2) r = 0.999 for formal setting learners,
i.e. shows astrongpositive correlation

3) r = 0.879 for natural setting learners
- significance at 0.20 level only, i.e.
the probability for correlation is al-
most 20% lower than in 2).

Visually,EnglishFxhistogramsfor Poles
show some minor divergencies from their
English counterparts, namely: irregular-
ities in lower frequencies, orhigher prob-
abilities for lower frequencies, or a
smaller frequency range.

Compare an example:
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An Fx histogram of a natural setting
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An Fx histogram of the same learner based.on the English text.

A bilingualSpeakerdemonstrates —1ar tendency. Compare below: a simi
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An Fx histogram of a bilingual speaker
(born in England) based on the English -text.
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An Fx histogram of the same Speaker based
on the Polish text.

4. On the whole,Englishand Polish turn
out to be similar enough to Inanifest nosignificant difference between Fx distri-butions for the native-speakers of the twolanguages. Particular Speakers, however,
vary with respect to the amount of irregu'larity present in their foreign languageproduction. The irregularity itself mightbe due to natural difficulties facedby thelearner in the process of SL acquisition:being limited by his phonatory mechanismhe attempts to produce an auditorily 30'ceptable foreign output. There is, there-
fore, a degree of a conscious control in-volved in his performance as a recompensefor being a non-native speaker. This, to-gether with foreign linguistic structureswhich themselves require minor (for aPolish-English pair, at leaSt) modificationof the native Fx, leads to some deformationof the latter in foreign speech.
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It appears thatnaturalsettinglearners
tend to deviate a great deal more from a
characteristic to them Fx:distributionthan
formal setting learners do. This suggests
that a natural setting learner forces his
phonatory mechanism to function appropri—
ately in a foreign tongue without former
preparation, which in effect gives a pho-
netically unsatisfactory output (in terms
of segments, segment sequencies and supra-
segments) whose only aim is communicative-
ness. Formal setting learners usually ex-
ercise their vocal folds, togetherwith the
whole articulatory structure, to let them
gradually accommodate to the new, foreign
language requirements. Consequently, their
Lx patterning remains relatively stable.

The above distinctionbetweenformal vs.
natural setting learners is confirmed by
other experiments conducted by the author
which all point out to: firstly, different
mechanisms employed by those learners in
the process of the acquisition of SL pho-
nology; secondly, formal setting learners
being, in general, nearer tesuccess inpro-
ducing a phonetically acceptable foreign
speech.

Naturally, an observation aboutthe lack
of statistically significantdifferencebe-
tWeen Polish and English fundamental fre-
quency distributions which would be attribu-
table to language does not presuppose the
same state of affairsfor anygiven pair of
languages. For instance, one could expect
differences in Lx patterning between lan-
guages which are typologically distinct,
like tone vs. stress languages, especially
when the speakers are also anthropological-
ly differentiated. This, however, remains
to be investigated.

t
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